Internships in Research

Qube Research and Technologies Limited is a quantitative and systematic investment manager with offices in Hong Kong, London and Paris. We are a technology and research driven firm implementing a scientific approach to achieve high quality returns for our investors. QRT’s market presence is global and expands across the largest liquid electronic venues. The combination of data, research, technology and trading expertise has shaped our DNA and is at the heart of our innovation and dynamic development process.

Your future role within QRT

- Your core objective is to create high quality predictive signals.
- By leveraging access to large and diversified datasets you will identify statistical patterns and opportunities.
- Share and discuss research results, methodology, data sets and processes with other researchers.

Your present skillset

- Advanced quantitative academic knowledge in statistics, machine learning, NLP or AI techniques.
- Capacity to multi-task in a fast paced environment while keeping strong attention to detail.
- Coding skills required in at least one leading programing language (Python, R, Matlab and/or C++, C#).
- Experience in exploring large datasets across multiple time frames is a plus.

Location
Hong Kong, London and Paris

QRT is an equal opportunity employer. We welcome diversity as essential to our success. QRT empowers employees to work openly and respectfully to achieve collective success. In addition to professional achievement, we are offering initiatives and programs to enable employees achieve a healthy work-life balance.